Helping students accelerate their
paths to college and career.
DID YOU KNOW?
20-50% of enrolled college students
are unprepared for college-level
coursework.
As a result they are placed into
remedial classes and are 33% less
likely to obtain a college degree.
Remediation can cost students up to
2 years and $20,000.
EdReady can increase
the percentage of college freshman
who arrive ready for college math,
saving students time and money.

HOW WELL DOES IT WORK?
The beta release of EdReady (using
NROC math materials) was used in 22
pilots in five states, in a variety of class
settings, including independent study,
emporium models, flipped classrooms,
and college prep “boot camps.”
In all cases, when compared to the
traditional approach, a much larger
segment of students achieved
placement exam scores that surpassed
the required math cut score. Students
also achieved success much more
quickly (e.g., in days or weeks of study
versus months or semesters of study).

Join Us!
theNROCproject.org

EdReady.org

THE EDREADY STUDENT
EXPERIENCE:

Individuals can test their readiness for college math,
see study options, and get a personalized study path
to fill in knowledge gaps. EdReady can be used to check
math mastery, to plan for college and career opportunities,
and to prepare for commonly used math placement exams,
such as AccuPlacer, Compass, and the ACT. High school
students, homeschoolers, and adult learners will benefit
from EdReady.org.

1. Choose a goal

Changing the conversation from
remediation to readiness.

YourInstitution.EdReady.org
Institutions that are members of The NROC Project (NROC)
are entitled to a custom EdReady site with robust reporting
capabilities. A custom instance of EdReady can be similar
to the functionality of the public site, or vastly different to
support any number of academic and career-oriented goals.
The EdReady platform is adaptive, flexible, and data-rich. It is
built to scale and evolve according to the shifting needs of
NROC members.
Data dashboards
provide teachers
and administrators
with the information
they need to
support student
success.

What do you want to be ready for?
Your current aspirations will shape your
experience. If college-bound, you can
select prospective schools.

2. Assess yourself
Start where you are. Goals
begin with a short diagnostic
assessment to find out what you
likely do and don’t know.

3. See options
View your assessment results right
away to learn what you need to
review. You can browse schools to see
how much effort will be required to get
ready for different institutions.

4. Study path
With a clear idea of where you are and
where you want to go, EdReady will
build a study path to help you get there.
Reach your target score by studying
resources recommended by EdReady
and performing in-depth checks of your
knowledge along the way.

5. Be ready
EdReady will help you achieve your
academic goals, such as by preparing
you to perform well on college placement
exams. Come back any time to review or
choose a new goal to pursue.

Standard Customizable Features

Extended Customizations

(Included with NROC membership)

(Additional fee negotiated)

Standard features and customizations are a benefit of becoming a sustaining member of
The NROC Project, while extended customizations may require additional fees. Our membershipbased approach ensures that EdReady is affordable, accessible, and relevant at any scale.

Any level or combination of extended
customizations is possible. Choose among the
features and services below to further customize
your institution’s EdReady site.

REPORTING & DATA ACCESS
Data dashboards for teachers, administrators,
counselors, etc. including Excel downloads with
appropriate permissions
LANDING PAGE
Customization options allow you to personalize your
EdReady version for your students:

ASSESSMENTS
Remove or reorder test items and substitute different
test items within a supported scope.

Features & Services

• Currently supporting NROC Developmental Math

SINGLE-SIGN-ON (SSO) integration with an existing
LMS or SIS

• Several assessment protocols to choose from

ff

co-branding with institutional logo

ff

custom header and sub-header text

ff

freeform (html) field for further text, links, images

RESOURCES
EdReady currently refers students to study our awardwinning, multimedia NROC Developmental Math
resources. The EdReady library will grow over time, so
you can choose which resources your students see.

ff

choice of EdReady homepage art

Other resources planned for inclusion:

GOALS
What do your students want to be ready for? Each goal
can support a unique “readiness experience.”
• There is no limit to the number of goals you can
create. Start with one or two to manage a group of
students working toward a shared goal, OR, add
many goals to further personalize the experience.
• Goals support different roles (e.g. teachers,
administrators, counselors, etc.) for setup,
management and reporting.
• Each goal includes:

• Khan Academy

ADDITIONAL DATA CONSUMPTION (by EdReady) and
automated differentiation of the EdReady experience
based on LMS or SIS data
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT SCOPES
ADDITIONAL RESOURCE REFERRALS

• NASA eClips
• Art of Problem Solving

DATA DEPOSIT FROM EDREADY TO LMS OR SIS

SUPPORT & COMMUNITY
• User guides, professional development materials,
basic implementation support resources, and
activities to support your local EdReady ambassador.
• Access to NROC support staff and 24/7 online
support infrastructure.
• Opportunity to collaborate with peer members of
The NROC Project, NROC staff, and other leading
organizations to improve and transform educational
practice in personalizing the pathways to college and
career readiness.

EDREADY API when feasible
ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL REQUESTS, including
advanced, automated reporting
ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT

ff

custom image and title to sum up the goal (I want to…)

ff

long description can include freeform (html) supporting
text with images, video, and ability to link to external
(non-EdReady) applications

ff

one or more custom assessments

ff

option to have students set target score based on
school choice, or work toward a predetermined target
score

ff

choice of study resources (from EdReady library
including NROC resources and others)

EdReady.org

ff

custom congratulations text when readiness targets
are reached

The NROC Project is a community-guided, non-profit project funded by The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation,
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and most importantly by NROC members across the country.
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Contact us to discuss pricing and implementation:

membership@theNROCproject.org

theNROCproject.org

